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In Camera

Hi All,

I hope everyone is keeping safe and surviving lockdown,
which unfortunately has been extended to who knows
when. As a result we will remain on Zoom for the foresee-
able future; however it's not feasible to conduct the work
shops which would normally occur on the second Wednes-
day. This means that presentations will go ahead on the
first Wednesday as usual with the competitions on the third
Wednesday.

Our Mono competition last month went well with about 25
members following on Zoom.

Obviously there's not much to report at this stage as our
meetings and outings are at a standstill.

Hope to see you online for our Shadows/ Reflections
competition later this month.

Ron Rodgers

George Romanowski
Jenny O’Connell
Jenelle Gavin
Julie Wilson
Terry Lilley
John Scott
Jonathon Auld

August 4

August 11

August 18

Presentation (Zoom)
Wide Aperture
Leanne and John Alessi

Meeting Cancelled

Competition Reflection and/
or shadows  Digital Only
Judge: Dave Whiteman

AUGUST 2021 MEETINGS

Congratulations to Geoff Higgins for his winning photo
which will be on display at the Richmond Club when

permitted

Digital entries must be received by the
Secretary by 5.00 pm Saturday August 14

When Life gets Blurry adjust your Focus
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2107D1#25Title
Image Name

Member ID

Sequence 1,2,3,4

D= Digital, P= Print

Month

Year

A Digital Image on a USB is to be lodged for
each of the images (Print or Projected)
entered into competition. Your work will not be
accepted into competition without correctly
named files.

Your 'Member ID' is visible when you log on
to the website. If you cannot log on or have
not received your ID via email contact the
secretary before competition night.

IMAGE NAMING FORMAT
FOR COMPETITIONS
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CONGRATULATIONS

SERIOUS CORNER

Congratulations to Marian Paap who had one
highly commended and five acceptances at the
recent Top Shot 2021 competition.

COMPETITION NEWS Comedy Corner

Digital images for our August Competition
‘Shadows & or Reflections’ must be received
by the secretary by 5.00pm August 14.

David Whiteman is the judge.

Due to prevailing Covid restrictions David has
requested entries be forwarded early to allow
him time to prepare his comments.

David demonstrated his ‘shoe box’ photo-
graphy and light painting techniques in June
this year. Now that we are in lock-down we
have the ideal opportunity to practice some of
his techniques and get creative. With the talent
we have in our club this is the time to show the
master what we can do.

THIS MONTH’S COMPETITION

COVID-19

Future presentations will be conducted via
zoom meetings.

Workshops these will be discontinued until we
are back at the club.

Competitions will be conducted via zoom
meetings and entries will need to be submitted
to the secretary by 5.00pm Saturday prior to
the competition night.

Meanwhile:

and
maybe we’ll be able to get together and enjoy
each others company and share our photos

Stay at home!

Keep isolated!

Get vaccinated!

Stay at home!
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Competition Brief

REFLECTIONS & OR SHADOWS
Wednesday, 18 August 2021

COMPETITION RULES

This subject is fairly well self-explanatory. No limit on the subject

matter. Reflections and shadows are an everyday thing, but do we

SEE THEM. Look for interesting patterns and designs.

Consider the following:

- Water surfaces, (great after a drop of rain ) think about road

surfaces, puddles, rivers

- Sunrise or sunset over river or lake

- Mirrors shiny surfaces

Look for great shadows, it could even be your own. I feel that

shadows can lend itself beautifully to B&W.

Look on line for INSPIRATION, but...INSPIRATION only please.

Do not leave everything to the last minute to enter the comps, read

over the briefs, this gives plenty of time to prepare, and if uncertain

ask.

DISPLAY FORMAT

Images may be presented in either Printed form OR Projected form

OR both.

DISPLAY LIMITS

Members are entitled to enter a total of FOUR (4) images as Printed

and FOUR (4) images as projected.

All printed images must be mounted correctly with suitable matt

boards.

All images must have file names named correctly.

Year, Month, P for Print OR D for Projected Number of image,

#Member Number, Title of the Image. No spacing.

Example:

PRINT PROJECTED

2102P1#3Title 2102D1#3Title

2102P2#3Title 2102D2#3Title

2102P3#3Title 2102D3#3Title

2102P4#3Title 2102D4#3Title

Please note:

If images are not named correctly, they will not be entered or judged

in the competition.

COMPETITION AUGUST
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Competition Brief

LONG EXPOSURE
Wednesday, 15 SEPTEMBER 2021

COMPETITION RULES

In this competition you can photograph anything you want, which

will be enhanced by using a long exposure.

A long exposure is generally considered to be something more than

a couple of seconds.

By using long exposures, and your imagination very creative images

can be developed.

Consider the following as suggestions only:

Waterfalls, water movement, street lights, carnival lights, fog, mist,

LEDs, car trails at night, city skylines at night, the list is endless.

Tripods maybe useful, a cable release or remote trigger and perhaps

a timer. Consider a ND filter, but most importantly a good

imagination and a lot of patience is essential.

DISPLAY FORMAT

Images may be presented in either Printed form OR Projected form

OR both.

DISPLAY LIMITS

Members are entitled to enter a total of FOUR (4) images as Printed

and FOUR (4) images as projected.

All printed images must be mounted correctly with suitable matt

boards.

All Images must be presented on a USB stick to the competition

manager on the night of the competition no later than 7.20pm.

All images must have file names named correctly.

Year, Month, P for Print OR D for Projected Number of image,

#Member Number, Title of the Image. No spacing.

Example:

PRINT PROJECTED

2102P1#3Title 2102D1#3Title

2102P2#3Title 2102D2#3Title

2102P3#3Title 2102D3#3Title

2102P4#3Title 2102D4#3Title

Please note:

If images are not named on the USB stick correctly, they will not be

entered or judged in the competition.

COMPETITION SEPTEMBER
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Competition Brief

WIDE APETURE [OPEN]
Wednesday, 20 OCTOBER 2021

COMPETITION RULES

The idea is to photograph any subject using a wide/ large Aperture

on your camera lens. The joy of using a large Aperture is that it

allows more light in and it creates beautiful out of focus

backgrounds, this in effect can give a dream like look and can also

isolate your subject from the background.

If you are uncertain what a wide aperture is, look on line or ask a

club member.

Try using different lenses to produce stunning and interesting

effects.

Again subject matter is limitless, so get cracking.

Personally I find plants, flowers and bird subjects can be very

effective using a large Aperture.

NB This is a wide aperture competition, NOT a wide angle

competition.

DISPLAY FORMAT

Images may be presented in either Printed form OR Projected form

OR both.

DISPLAY LIMITS

Members are entitled to enter a total of FOUR (4) images as Printed

and FOUR (4) images as projected.

All printed images must be mounted correctly with suitable matt

boards.

All Images must be presented on a USB stick to the competition

manager on the night of the competition no later than 7.20pm.

All images must have file names named correctly.

Year, Month, P for Print OR D for Projected Number of image,

#Member Number, Title of the Image. No spacing.

Example:

PRINT PROJECTED

2102P1#3Title 2102D1#3Title

2102P2#3Title 2102D2#3Title

2102P3#3Title 2102D3#3Title

2102P4#3Title 2102D4#3Title

Please note:

If images are not named on the USB stick correctly, they will not be entered or judged in the competition.

COMPETITION OCTOBER
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QUARANTINE BLUES


